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Moscone Center | San Francisco

The Israel Export &
International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a non-profit
organization supported by the government of Israel and the private sector,
facilitates business ties, joint ventures and strategic alliances between
overseas and Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel’s business
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive, professional
trade information, advice, contacts and promotional activities to Israeli
companies. Furthermore, the IEICI provides complementary services to
business people, commercial groups, and business delegations from
across the globe: IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with
the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects the foreign
players, according to their field of interest.

Ms. Yaara Sabzerou | Marketing Coordinator, Cyber Security Unit
M +972 50 822 8357 | yaaras@export.gov.il | www.export.gov.il
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Prime Minister’s Office
National Cyber Directorate

The Foreign Trade
Administration

Israel National Cyber
Directorate

The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy
and Industry manages and supports Israel’s international trade and trade
policy by promoting trade and exports, initiating and maintaining trade
agreements, attracting and facilitating foreign investments and creating
strategic cooperation with foreign companies. Through our headquarters
in Jerusalem together with over 40 economic and trade missions in key
financial centers throughout the world, the FTA promotes Israel’s economy
worldwide. Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of
the Israeli government’s efforts to boost our industries in foreign markets.
Our team of highly experienced economic representatives and business
consultants provide a wide range of services to Israeli companies and
to the international business community.

Israel National Cyber Directorate (INCD) in the Prime Minister’s Office
serves as the Prime Minister’s and Government’s staff, which devises
national cyber defense policy, promotes its implementation and provides
recommendation on cyber-related matters. The INCD is responsible to
create and improve national cyber security capacities and capabilities
in order to overcome challenges emanating from cyberspace. The INCD
strives to advance Israel’s leading posture as a global powerhouse for
cyber security-related research and development, by investing dedicated
resources in the Israeli academy, human capital and cyber security
industry. The INCD enhances the cooperation and synergy between the
private sector, the government and international partners, in order to
create a unique and dominant cyber security ecosystem in Israel.

Ms. Sharon Eshaghian | Director of Business Development
Government of Israel Economic Mission to the West Coast
T +1 323 658 7924 | sharon.eshaghian@israeltrade.gov.il
economy.gov.il/english/

Mr. Roi Yarom | Policy Planning, National Cyber Directorate,
Israel’s Prime Minister’s Office
M +972 52 838 9523 | roiya@pmo.gov.il
www.pmo.gov.il
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Cyber Sector

Cyber Sector

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute’s (IEICI) Cyber

The unit is a joint venture of IEICI and its major governmental partners,

Security Unit represents more than 300 Israeli companies in the cyber

the Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy & Industry

security field, and works to maximize the effectiveness of their business

and the Israel National Cyber Directorate in the Prime Minister’s Office,

engagements with foreign counterparts, as well as in foreign markets.

leveraging their expertise and national assets in order to achieve the

The unit exposes Israeli capabilities and innovative cyber security

unit’s and the industry’s objectives.

solutions to potential foreign clients and partners, either as standalone solutions or as an overarching tailor-made suite of solutions,
accommodating their specific short and long term needs.
To that end, the unit, which plays a key role in the Israeli ecosystem
and is well-acquainted with the needs of the local cyber industry, holds
the most comprehensive and up-to-date database of Israeli-based

www.israelcyberalliance.com

cyber security companies.
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ACID Technologies

Pavilion

Ayehu Software Technologies Ltd.

W Event

Intelligence | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Forensic
& Analytics

ACID Technologies was established to meet the urgent need for threat
detection system that would alert users to threat when they first emerge
in real-time. ACID implements a proactive approach to cyber security: it
provides a supplementary layer of protection by initiating widespread
searches to detect potential threats and risks long before actual attacks
commence, as opposed to responding to hostile action once it takes place,
after damage has been done.

Founded in 2007, Ayehu IT Process Automation solution has been deployed
by major enterprises and Managed Service Providers worldwide, and
currently, support thousands of IT & Security processes across the globe.
The company has offices in New York, California, and Israel.

Mr. Yariv Maroely | CEO | +972 50 303 5055
yariv@acid-tech.com | www.acid-tech.com

Mr. Gabby Nizri | Co-Founder & CEO | +1 408 242 7164
gabby@ayehu.com | www.ayehu.com

Alcide

W Event

BigID

W Event

Cloud Security | Web & Application Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)
| Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Intelligence
| Identity Management & Fraud | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Alcide empowers DevOps, Security and Engineering teams with simplified
and autonomous control to manage and secure the evolving data center and
hybrid cloud. Offering real-time, aerial visibility and granular perspectives of
both infrastructure and applications, Alcide secures the data center against
cyber attacks, including malicious internal activity and data exfiltration.

BigID is redefining personal data protection and privacy. Using BigID
enterprises can meet emerging data intelligence and regulatory needs like
GDPR through first of its kind big identity data intelligence and governance.

Mr. Ranny Nachmias | CEO | +972 54 669 1383 | +1 818 235 1464
ranny@alcide.io | www.alcide.io

Mr. Dimitri Sirota | CEO | +1 917 208 6060
dsirota@bigid.com | www.bigid.com
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BitDam

Pavilion

Cognigo

W Event

Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Risk &
Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

BitDam is a well-funded cyber security startup. BitDam provides complete
protection against cyber-attacks hidden in malicious files and web-content.
The company was founded in 2016 by Liron Barak and Maor Hizkiev, IDF
elite cyber intelligence unit alumni having more than 15 years of combined
experience dealing with the most sophisticated cyber-threats.

Data is the new currency. We manage and secure it. Through cutting-edge
artificial intelligence we transform the way our customers maximizes data
governance, security and compliance with minimal efforts.

Ms. Liron Barak | CEO | +972 54 488 1648
liron.barak@bitdam.com | www.bitdam.com

Mr. Guy Leibovitz | Founder & CEO | +972 54 999 3883
guy@cognigo.com | www.cognigo.com

Claroty

W Event

CommuniTake Technologies

W Event

Cloud Security | Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Secure ICS & OT
| Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection | Forensic & Analytics

Mobile & IoT

Claroty protects industrial control systems from cyber-attacks; ensuring
the world’s most critical infrastructures remain operational. With Claroty
customers avoid costly downtime and enjoy the benefits of connected
control systems without compromising the safety and security of personnel
or expensive industrial assets. Claroty’s Platform is the 2018 ICS Detection
Challenge Winner; tested against competitors; selected by the most
influential industrial control and networking companies in the world.

CommuniTake is a software company that builds mobile Endpoint Protection
Platform to guarantee the highest level of mobile security for organizations.
The platform dramatically improves the security of connected devices and
provides powerful protection against mobile cyberattacks. CommuniTake
specializes in custom-built devices, remote access technology, mobile
OSs, and security architecture.

Ms. Katherine Brocklehurst | Director, Marketing | +1 808 346 5800
katherine.b@claroty.com | www.claroty.com

Mr. Itai Bass | VP Business Development | +1 650 515 3578
itai@communitake.com | www.communitake.com; www.intactphone.com
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Coronet

Pavilion

Cyber Observer

Pavilion

Cloud Security

Forensic and analytics | Risk & compliance (GRC) | Training & consultant

Coronet SecureCloud is the only cloud platform that secures the entire
SaaS chain. From the user, through the device used, through the network,
all the way to the SaaS/Cloud services themselves. There is no need to
buy, integrate and manage multiple platforms, dramatically reducing
TCO. - It is the only fully autonomous Cloud Security platform, detecting
and mitigating threats without IT-Sec involvement, dramatically reducing
staffing needs.

Our orchestration & awareness solution for CISOs provides proactive
security management, post-log analysis, and powers work planning,
budgeting and decision making to ensure proper tool and domain coverage.

Mr. Dror Liwer | Chief Security Officer & Co-Founder
+972 52 953 6495 | dror@coro.net | www.coro.net

Mr. Itzik Weinstein | CEO | +972 52 509 2222
itzik.w@cyber-observer.com | www.cyber-observer.com

Cybellum

Pavilion

CyberInt

W Event

Web & Application Security | Secure ICS & OT

Intelligence | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Training & Consultant

Cybellum provides a cybersecurity X-Ray for your binaries to get increased
product security and better risk assessment capabilities for product and
security teams - detecting vulnerabilities in products, rapidly and without
access to source code. By utilizing AI and proprietary vulnerability detection
technology, Cybellum autonomously scans even the largest attack surfaces
quickly and efficiently, producing a one stop shop for all products received
through the supply chain.

In an age of digital transformation, businesses are exposed to far greater
cyber risks and threats. CyberInt’s Managed Detection and Response
services track your digital channels, responding to advanced cyber threats
missed by standard security controls, protecting your brand, digital assets
and customers. CyberInt is trusted by the world’s top finance, retail and
telecommunication organizations.

Mr. Slava Bronfman | CEO | +972 3 914 9140
slava@cybellum.com | www.cybellum.com

Mr. Elad Ben Meir | VP Marketing | +972 3 728 6777
elad@cyberint.com | https://www.cyberint.com/
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CyberX

Pavilion

Secure ICS & OT
CyberX provides the most widely-deployed industrial cybersecurity
platform for continuously reducing ICS risk. Supporting all OT vendors
and integrating with existing IT security tools, CyberX’s combines deep
understanding of industrial protocols, devices and applications with ICSspecific asset discovery, real-time monitoring and incident forensics, risk
and vulnerability management and threat intelligence.

CYIOT

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Mobile &
IoT | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk & Compliance (GRC) |
Secure ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection
We are surrounded by billions of connected devices, which are the most
vulnerable part of a secured network. Cy-oT provides an integrated security
solution by: • Providing full visibility of all connected devices • Leveraging
data science to ensure accurate detection of malicious activities • Mitigating
threats and neutralizing malicious activity in real-time

Mr. Phil Neray | VP Industrial Cybersecurity | +1 781 330 3832
phil@cyberx-labs.com | www.cyberx-labs.com

Mr. Erez Dror | VP Sales | +972 54 544 2257
erez.dror@cyiot.net | www.cyiot.net

CyGov

Cymmetria

Pavilion

Cloud Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Training & Consultant
CyGov is a leading technology firm providing the next generation platform
for management of cyber risk and readiness. CyGov’s SaaS platform
incorporates all major industry frameworks, along with best practices
from around the world, to manage cyber programs and policy enforcement
across all layers and domains of cyber security.

Mr. Yair Solow | CEO | +972 50 227 2973 / +1 212 655 3023
ysolow@cygov.co | www.cygov.co
20

Pavilion

W Event

Cloud Security | Intelligence | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk
& Compliance (GRC) | Secure ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security &
End Point Protection | Forensic & Analytics
Cymmetria develops the world’s leading cyber deception solution, based on
deception stories that lead attackers away from valuable targets and into
controlled environments. Cymmetria’s deception products give organizations
the ability to detect lateral movement inside the perimeter, automate
incident response, and mitigate attacks. Founded in 2014, Cymmetria is
changing the asymmetry of cybersecurity, tilting the traditional security
odds so that hackers are the ones left vulnerable.
Ms. Irene Abezgauz | Co-founder, VP Product | +1 415 854 8084
irene.abezgauz@cymmetria.com | www.cymmetria.com
21
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Cymulate Ltd

W Event

Risk & Compliance (GRC)
Cymulate Breach & Attack Simulation platform allows organizations to
assess their true readiness to handle cyber security threats effectively by
simulating the myriad of tactics and strategies used by hackers to attack
network and endpoint security infrastructures.

Cytegic

W Event

Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Training & Consultant | Secure
ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection | Forensic
& Analytics
Cytegic’s Automated Cyber Risk Officer (ACRO) allows senior decision
makers primarily the CRO, CISO, CIO, CFO, Business Owners and Boards to
demystify cyber risk into something that is simple, actionable, quantifiable
and translates to dollars and cents. ACRO allows your organization to
become truly proactive and operational regarding the management Cyber
Risk instead of catering to the needs of technologies that strike and
disappear out of nowhere.

Mr. Eyal Wachsman | Co-Founder & CEO | +972 54 901 6060
eyalw@cymulate.com | www.cymulate.com

Mr. Steven Cominsky | Marketing Manager | +1 347 815 7450
steven.cominsky@cytegic.com | www.cytegic.com

Cynerio

D-ID

W Event

W Event

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Mobile & IoT | Risk & Compliance
(GRC) | Secure ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Identity
Management & Fraud | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Cynerio protects healthcare provider’s weakest link - connected medical
devices & their clinical ecosystem by using industry’s first & only technology
combining device behavior learning with medical workflow analysis to
ensure patient safety and data protection

D-ID developed a groundbreaking AI solution that protects identities from
face recognition technologies. This first-of-its-kind technology renders the
images to be unrecognizable to face recognition algorithms, while keeping
them similar to the human eye. The protected images are designed to
hard for AI to overcome.

Mr. Leon Lerman | Co-Founder & CEO | +1 516 340 3308
leon@cynerio.co | cynerio.co

Mr. Gil Perry | Co-Founder and CEO | +972 54 584 4547
Gil@d-id.com | https://www.d-id.com
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empow

W Event

Firmitas Cyber Solutions

Pavilion

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC

Secure ICS & OT

empow is a cybersecurity startup founded with the mission of helping
organizations “make more of what they already have”. empow turns what
organizations have into what they need by integrating with their existing
security infrastructure and creating the optimal security solution which
detects, investigates, and mitigates the most advanced attack campaigns

Firmitas’ technology enables critical systems to operate deterministically
under any condition, using patent-pending cyber-defense solutions.
The cyber-protection can be applied to new systems as well as existing
deployments (retro-fitting), thereby protecting systems, from remote
attacks, via the communication channels. Frost & Sullivan Industrial
Security Entrepreneurial Company of the Year 2017.

Ms. Anna Vainer | Director of Marketing | +972 54 666 2926
annav@empownetworks.com | www.empownetworks.com

Mr. Gil Keini | CEO | +972 54 439 4993
gil.keini@firmitas-cs.com | www.firmitas-cs.com

enSilo

FirstPoint Mobile Guard (FirstPoint)

W Event

Pavilion

End point protection

Mobile & IoT

enSilo’s single lightweight security agent gives customers comprehensive
pre-infection Next Generation Anti-Virus (NGAV) as a first line of defense
and post-infection automated, blocking-enabled Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) as a last line of defense, enabling security teams to contain
attacks, prevent data leakage and block malware communications in real
time to stop post-infection impact.

FirstPoint’s unique agent-less approach to cybersecurity, offers protection
for any cellular device - mobile phones & security sensitive IoT. Seamless
user experience. Agnostic to any device. Comprehensive protection for
security-sensitive organizations, against the full array of targeted and
random cyber attacks including Man-in-the-Middle & IMSI catchers.

Ms. Maya Pizov | VP Business Development | +1 415 715 4561
maya@ensilo.com | www.ensilo.com

Ms. Noa Ouziel | Marketing Manager | +972 54 933 3003
noa@firstpoint-mg.com | wwww.firstpoint-mg.com
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GuardiCore

W Event

Illusive Networks

W Event

Cloud Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection | Forensic & Analytics

GuardiCore is a leader in protecting workloads and critical applications in
any cloud or data center environment, enabling organizations to reduce
risk, stop advanced threats and meet compliance requirements through
a converged security solution designed for today’s virtualized and cloudoriented IT infrastructures.

Illusive Networks was founded in 2014 by leading cyber warfare and cyber
intelligence practitioners to help organizations stop advanced attacks that
bypass security controls and target their most risk-sensitive, businesscritical assets. Illusive serves mid-size and large enterprises across all
industries. Illusive Networks was created by Team8, a cyber security think
tank and venture creation company backed by Microsoft, AT&T, Intel, Cisco
and Google Chairman Eric Schmidt’s Innovation Endeavors and others.

Mr. Dror Sal’ee | VP Business Development | +972 54 755 4469
dror@guardicore.com | www.guardicore.com

Ms. Alla Kirichenko | Marketing Coordinator | +1 347 764 0743
akirichenko@illusivenetworks.com | www.illusivenetworks.com

Hysolate

Indegy

W Event

Pavilion

Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

Secure ICS & OT

Hysolate is re-designing the endpoint so that it provides security, productivity
and manageability by design. With roots in the elite technology units of
Israeli defense and in world-class enterprise software companies, the
Hysolate team knows all about cyber-security offense/defense and the daily
challenges of enterprise IT. Hysolate was created by Team8, a cyber security
think tank and venture creation company backed by Microsoft, AT&T, Intel,
Cisco and Google Chairman Eric Schmidt’s Innovation Endeavors and others.

Indegy provides visibility and security for industrial control networks to
ensure operational safety and reliability. The Indegy platform delivers
real-time visibility into the critical control-plane of ICS networks to identify
threats that put industrial automation controllers (PLCs, RTUs) at risk,
including cyber-attacks, insider threats and human errors.

Mr. Dan Dinnar | Co-Founder & COO | +972 73 331 8062
dan@hysolate.com | www.hysolate.com

Mr. Barak Perelman | CEO | +1 646 951 3559
barak@indegy.com | www.indegy.com
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INPEDIO

W Event

ITsMine

Pavilion

Mobile & IoT | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery

Inpedio is a software vendor of Mobile and End-point cyber security solutions
for government and private sectors. MERCURY is a comprehensive mobile
security solution providing multiple layers of smart security against malware
attacks, communications interception and traffic manipulation attempts,
while supporting BYOD (iOS & Android). ZEROX is a unique, signature-less
solution for real-time detection & prevention of exploitation attempts and
ransomware execution on MS Windows machines.

ITsMine – Data Active Protection is taking the Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
out of the stone age. Providing enterprises with a revolutionary and is
self-installing, requires no policies, no client on employees’ stations while
guaranteeing highest theft protection, law false positives and no effect
on employees’ productivity. Founded in 2017, Kfir Kimhi, Ran Norman and
Guy Ben Mayor envision data loss to be an issue of the past.

Mr. Elias Chachak | VP Business Development | +972 52 367 0513
elias@inpedio.com | www.inpedio.com

Mr. Kfir Kimhi | CEO | +972 52 720 6701
Kfir@ITsMine.email | www.ITsMine.site

Intezer

Luminate Security

Pavilion

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Forensic
& Analytics
Intezer is replicating the concepts of the biological immune system into
cyber security, offering enterprises unparalleled threat detection and
accelerates incident response. Intezer provides a fast, in-depth understanding
of any file by mapping its code DNA at the ‘gene’ level -- offering the most
advanced level of malware detection and analysis

Ms. Czesia Glik | Marketing Director | +972 52 222 9460
czesia@intezer.com | www.intezer.com
30

Pavilion

Cloud Security | Mobile & IoT | Web & Application Security | Risk &
Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection
| Forensic & Analytics
Luminate’s SaaS offering, based on the Software Defined Perimeter (SDP)
principles, allows organizations to deliver access to their hybrid and multiplecloud hosted assets in a secure, managed, and auditable manner. Used
by leading enterprises worldwide, Luminate shifts the way applications
are delivered and used by internal and external users.
Ms. Adi Bar-Lev | VP Marketing | +972 54 533 0537
adib@luminatesec.com | www.luminatesec.com
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Minerva Labs

W Event

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Incident Management SIEM /SOC | Secure ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point
Protection | Forensic & Analytics
Minerva is an innovative endpoint security solution provider that protects
enterprises from today’s stealthiest attacks without the need to detect
threats first, all before any damage has been done. Minerva Anti-Evasion
Platform blocks unknown threats which evade existing defenses by
deceiving the malware and controlling how it perceives its environment.
Ms. Sharron Malaver | VP Marketing | +972 52 614 8517
sharronm@minerva-labs.com | www.minerva-labs.com

Nyotron

OZONE.AI

W Event

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security
OZONE automatically protects corporate data no matter where files are
copied, downloaded, sent or stolen – forever. Clients include government
organizations and Fortune 500 companies across banking, insurance,
healthcare, media and manufacturing.

Mr. Ben Colman | CEO | +1 310 922 0375
ben@ozone.ai | www.ozone.ai

W Event

Panorays

Pavilion

Web & Application Security | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point
Protection

Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Nyotron is disrupting the entire security paradigm. Acting as your last line
of defense, we proactively protect your data and assets from even the most
sophisticated cyber-attacks. We help you Detect, Prevent, Analyze and
Respond to zero-day exploits, advanced persistent threats, ransomware,
malware and unknown threats of the future.

Panorays automates third party security management. The platform
enables companies to easily view, manage and engage on the security
posture of their third-parties, vendors, suppliers, and business partners.
With the Panorays platform, companies dramatically shorten their thirdparty security evaluation process and gain continuous visibility while
ensuring compliancy to regulations such as GDPR and NY DFS. Panorays
is a SaaS-based platform, no installation needed.

Ms. Natasha Bishop | Director Demand Gen | +1 940 206 5301
natasha@nyotron.com | www.nyotron.com

Ms. Noa Bar-Yosef | VP Marketing | +972 54 596 9692
noa@panorays.com | www.panorays.com
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Perimeter 81

Pavilion

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Mobile & IoT
| Web & Application Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter &
APT Security & End Point Protection
Perimeter 81 is a next-generation network security provider, dedicated
to transforming secure network access for the modern and distributed
workforce. Unlike traditional VPN technology, our simplified, software-based
solutions and patent-pending Automatic Wi-Fi Security give companies
of all industries and sizes the power to be confidently cloud-based and
fully mobile.
Mr. Amit Bareket | CEO | +1 646 518 1997
amit@perimeter81.com | www.perimeter81.com

Protego Labs

Radiflow

W Event

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Training & Consultant | Secure
ICS & OT
Radiflow is a leading provider of cyber security solutions for Industrial
IoT applications. Radiflow solution empowers the operators to maintain
visibility and control of their operational network while enjoying the benefits
of the Industrial IoT era. Radiflow products are deployed world-wide and
were validated by national labs in the US.

Mr. Ilan Barda | CEO | +972 54 220 0960
ilan_b@radiflow.com | www.radiflow.com

W Event

Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd.

W Event

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Web &
Application Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Intelligence | Secure ICS & OT | Incident management – SIEM/SOC

Protego is pioneering application security for the serverless landscape.
Recognizing the inadequacy of traditional applications security paradigms,
Protego is designing an innovative approach to serverless application
security. Through continuous security assurance, attack detection and
dynamic defense, Protego helps organizations reclaim the security of
their serverless applications.

Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. designs, develops, manufactures
and supplies a wide range of high-tech defense systems for air, land, sea
and space applications for the Israeli Defense Forces and the defense
establishment, as well as for customers around the world. The company
offers its customers a diversified array of innovative solutions at the
leading edge of global technology, from underwater systems through
naval, ground, and air superiority systems to space systems.

Mr. TJ Gonen | CEO | +1 443 480 5026
info@protego.io | www.protego.io

Ms. Claudia Halevy | Marketing Manager | +972 52 429 1134
claudia@rafael.co.il | www.rafael.co.il
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Reblaze Technologies

Pavilion

SCADAfence

Pavilion

Cloud Security | Web & Application Security

Secure ICS & OT

Reblaze offers a comprehensive cloud-based protection shield for web
platforms, via an holistic and innovative profile-driven approach. Out
solution includes an all-in-one private virtual cloud-based solution (VPC)
with IPS/WAF, DoS/DDoS protection, bot detection and exclusion, antiscraping, and more. Reblaze monitors and cleanses the traffic before it
reaches the customers’ data-centers.

SCADAfence is a pioneer in securing Industrial IoT networks from cyber
threats. SCADAfence’s passive solutions for ICS/SCADA networks are
designed to reduce the risks of operational downtime, product manipulation,
proprietary data theft and ransomware attacks. The solutions provide
visibility of day-to-day operations, detection of cyber-attacks and risk
management tools.

Mr. Oren Gil-Or | VP Business Development | +972 54 449 9850
oren@reblaze.com | www.reblaze.com

Mr. Yoni Shohet | Co-Founder & CEO | +972 54 211 4323
yoni@scadafence.com | www.scadafence.com

Reposify

SecBI

W Event

Pavilion

Cloud Security | Intelligence | Web & Application Security | Risk &
Compliance (GRC) | Secure ICS & OT | Perimeter & APT Security & End
Point Protection

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Web & Application Security | Risk
& Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter & APT Security & End Point Protection
| Forensic & Analytics

Reposify’s cybersecurity solution identifies, manages and defends companies’
global digital footprints. The technology allows businesses to locate and
map known and unknown assets beyond the firewall, at scale and provide
risk and alert management to any breaches or unusual behavior, helping
them achieve cyber resilience.

SecBI is a disruptive player in threat hunting and investigation automation
with proprietary Autonomous Investigation™ technology, based on
unsupervised machine learning. Our network traffic analysis approach
for detecting complex and stealthy threats instantly unveils an attack’s
full scope, thereby accelerating threat hunting, and optimizing mitigation.

Mr. Yaron Tal | Founder & CEO | +1 415 685 4334
yaron@reposify.com | www.eposify.com

Ms. Susan Becker | VP of Marketing | +972 50 474 7895
susan.becker@secbi.com | www.secbi.com
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Secdo

Pavilion

Secret Double Octopus

Pavilion

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter
& APT Security & End Point Protection | Forensic & Analytics

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Identity
Management & Fraud | Web & Application Security

Founded in 2014 by former intelligence officers and headquartered in
New York, Secdo provides purpose built solutions that enhance security
operations with context, precision and automation to enable a proactive
defense methodology. Secdo has reference customers in FinServ, Telcom,
Education and Gov. and is voted #1 IR platform on G2Crowd.

Secret Double Octopus offers high assurance, password free authentication
for critical business applications and networks. Unlike password and key
based solutions, the company leverages keyless algorithms previously used
in sensitive military use cases. Secret Double Octopus was recognized and
awarded by Gartner, PwC, Business Insider and Frost & Sullivan.

Mr. Mike Danforth | VP Sales, Americas | +1 443 610 8215
mike.danforth@secdo.com | www.secdo.com

Ms. Inbal Voitiz | Marketing Director | +972 54 478 0700
Inbal.voitiz@doubleoctopus.com | doubleoctopus.com

Secful

W Event

Semperis

Pavilion

Web & Application Security

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Identity Management &
Fraud | Forensic & Analytics

Secful is focused on preventing organizations from getting breached through
their APIs. Our API Protection Platform, detects and prevents zero-day API
attacks, the latest threatening attacker vector, with the power of Artificial
Intelligence and Big Data. The solution deploys in under 8 minutes and
requires no manual configuration at any time.

Semperis is an enterprise identity protection company that enables
organizations to quickly recover from accidental or malicious changes and
disasters that compromise Active Directory, on-premises and on cloud.
Semperis customers include Fortune 500 companies and enterprises
spanning financial, healthcare, government and other industries worldwide.

Mr. Omer Sadika | Co-Founder & CEO | + 1 929 900 6020
omer@secful.com | www.secful.com

Ms. Noa Arias | Director of Marketing | +1 703 918 4884
noaa@semperis.com | www.semperis.com
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SenseCy Cyber Intelligence (Verint)

W Event

SkyFormation

W Event

Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Forensic & Analytics

Cloud Security | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC

SenseCy (a Verint Company) is a leading provider of actionable Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI) solutions, combining highly skilled analysts with
advanced domain expertise, and the most advanced Web Intelligence
(WEBINT) systems on the market by Verint, providing multiple platforms
for the automatic collection and analysis of Actionable Intelligence®.

SkyFormation is a leading provider of cloud application visibility, and security
extensions for existing Security Operation Centers and SIEM systems.
SkyFormation extends the existing SIEM/SOC systems with unified visibility
of security activities and threat detection across the organization’s SaaS,
PaaS and IaaS services. SkyFormation was founded in 2014 and is trusted
by Fortune 500 companies, leading security software vendors and top
managed security service providers (MSSP).

Mr. Gilles Perez | Director Business Development | +972 52 807 8391
gilles@sensecy.com | www.sensecy.com

Mr. Nachum Zisman | VP Sales & Operation | +1 646 569 9145
nachum.zisman@skyformation.com | www.skyformation.com

Sepio Systems

Source Defense

W Event

Pavilion

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Perimeter & APT Security
& End Point Protection

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Cloud Security | Intelligence
| Web & Application Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Sepio Systems is a pioneer in securing organizations against attacks via
rogue devices. Cyber weapons that were leaked are now in the hands
of criminals that are using it against non-defensed commercial targets.
These enterprises never suspect that the seemingly legitimate devices
have been compromised, allowing access to key assets.

In an industry focused on detection, Source Defense provides websites
with the first-ever prevention technology for third-party vulnerabilities.
We are the first ever platform that allows a site to set and enforce
permissions, receive real-time alerts and monitor third-party vendors’
behavior on their website.

Mr. Gregory Poch | VP of Sales | +1 (240) 413 0217
gregp@sepio.systems | www.sepio.systems

Mr. Ross Hogan | Chief Revenue Officer | +1 617 233 5676
ross@sourcedefense.com | www.sourcedefense.com
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Unbotify

W Event

Identity Management & Fraud | Web & Application Security | Forensic
& Analytics
Unbotify detects fraudulent bots, thus effectively taking away cyber
criminals’ most essential weapon and providing marketing and BI teams
with reliable analytics data and transparency. Unbotify’s solution protects
the user flow and uses machine learning models to detect anomalies
within a specific web context. Unbotify’s focus on behavioral biometrics
data (mouse, keyboard, touch, device orientation) guarantees we detect
even the sneakiest bots with unprecedented accuracy.
Mr. Yaron Oliker | CEO | +972 52 832 7448
yaron@unbotify.com | www.unbotify.com

XM Cyber

Pavilion

Web & Application Security | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Perimeter &
APT Security & End Point Protection
XM Cyber provides the only solution that automatically and continuously
identifies all attack vectors to an organization’s critical assets, and prioritizes
actionable remediation. The solution uses an automated hacking machine
that empowers organizations with a clear understanding of how hackers
will compromise their key assets with a remediation plan.

Ms. Maya Schirmann | VP Marketing | +972 52 854 4672
maya.schirmann@xmcyber.com | www.xmcyber.com
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